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Flower shelf Yummy Yellow See You spiegelset Pepper

MIXX kandelaar Fresh & Minty /Cloverleaf Green 

Sweet shelf small Salt / Sweet Soft kussen Light Grey - Electric Blue Sweet tray small Popsicle Purple/ Sweet Soft 
kussen Light Grey - Canary Yellow 



Hi! 
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Simplicity, color and practicality, that's what it's all about
for Studio Mippe. Color makes the simple come alive.
Studio Mippe is a Dutch interior brand, started in 2021 by
Michiel and Katelijn Langeveld.

About Michiel
Michiel has been making beautiful things since he could
walk. As a toddler he made buildings with blocks and later
he created according to his own insight with Lego. No
wonder he made a career in the design world. He has won
several design awards in recent years, including a Best of
the best Red dot Award. Michiel is design, processes
technique and material in a fabulous way and can make
everything he sees.

About Katelijn
Katelijn closely follows all trends in design and home living magazines, she can spell them out. She has the
right sense of trends and quality and therefore loves colour. Especially in color with a brilliant name and let
her shake it up like that.

About Studio Mippe
What according to Studio Mippe was missing in the world of design, they make themselves. What is that?
They lacked the right way to display beautiful finds – from design to recycling happiness, but also that family
portrait. This led to shelves and dishes with a suspension system with which everyone can highlight his or
her unique object. Design, as design should be. They are modest - of course - colorful 'color pops' that fit into
any interior.
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Sweet tray small No White No Grey/ Sweet tray medium Inky Blue / 
Sweet tray large Yummy Yellow 

Sweet Soft kussen Light Grey - Canary Yellow 

Sweet Soft kussen Light Grey - Electric Blue Sweet tray medium

Sweet tray large Yummy Yellow Sweet Soft kussen Canary Yellow - Electric Blue 
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The Sweet See You! mirror sets, are mounted on the wall
with a larger bracket, the sets come with a Sweet Mirror,
a tray in the size medium, a Hook On! (set 1 only), a
bracket-3, three lock blocks, mounting hardware and a
manual.

The Sweet collection is made of high quality steel and is
finished with a fine structure powder coating. And is
produced in the Netherlands.
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The Sweet wall system

Sweet is a high-quality modular wall system that is easy
to install, but is slightly different because of the small
details, the color and the visible connections of the
products.
 
Sweet can be used in several ways. The base is a bracket.
This bracket is attached to the wall with one screw and
plug. A shelf or tray can then be placed in the bracket.
The shelf or tray is secured with an oak block, a lockblock.

The shelves and trays are available in different sizes and
nine different colours, so a beautiful playful wall can be
created according to the user's wishes.

The trays can therefore be mounted on the wall, but they
are also very suitable for on the table or on a nice
cabinet. The different sizes can be combined to create a
colorful and playful palette.

At the Sweet shelves, Sweet flower shelf, Sweet hook on!
and the Sweet Mirror, a bracket & lockblock, mounting
material and manual are included. A bracket & lockblock
(including mounting material and manual) can be
purchased separately for the trays.
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Klik voor een instructievideo hier!

 
Instruction
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Step 1
Decide where to put the Sweet
product on the wall.

Step 2
If necessary, first drill a hole in the
wall and insert the supplied plug
into the hole.

Step 3
Screw the bracket with the
supplied screw on the wall.

Step 4
Place the shelf in the
bracket.

Step 5
Is the shelf straight? Thereafter
you slide the oak lock block in it.

Step 6
Put your best family portrait, tile
or artwork on the SWEET shelf.

https://studiomippe.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/f1a650eae7f24518ac375ddefa718416.mp4


Sustainability

Sustainability is important to us, when designing, we choose recycled materials or materials that can be
reused and recycled.

During our design process we look at how we can make the products simple and practical, which sustainable
materials we can use and how the products will last as long as possible.

Most of our products are made from recycled steel and if necessary, the steel is recyclable again, even when
coated.

Local production
The majority of our collection is produced locally in Zoetermeer. In addition, we work with suppliers from
other parts of the Netherlands. The Sweet Soft cushions are made in a traditional factory in the Portuguese
mountains. This company is constantly committed to creating the least possible ecological impact, in addition
they use a zero-waste method policy.

FSC quality mark
All the wood we use in our products has at least the FSC quality mark for responsible forest management.

We use cardboard and paper for all our packaging.
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 21001 YY Yummy Yellow (YY)

 21001 FM Fresh & Minty (FM)

 21001 CG Cloverleaf Green (CG)

 21001 IB Inky Blue (IB)

 21001 FP Fluffy Pink (FP)

 21001 PP Popsicle Purple (PP)

 21001 BP Pepper (black, BP)

 21001 SW Salt (white, SW)

  21001 WG No White No Grey (light grey, WG)

SWEET TRAY SMALL
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Dimensions: 14.5 x 1.5 x 14.5 cm (width x
height x depth)
Dimensions incl. suspension system: 14.5 x
5 x 14.5 cm (width x height x depth)
Material: The tray and the suspension system
are made of steel and finished with a fine
structure powder coating.
The lockblock is made of oak wood.
Load capacity on the wall: max. 3 kg.
Can be combined with the separate bracket &
lockblock.

Made in the Netherlands

Colors and product codes:



 21002 YY Yummy Yellow (YY)

 21002 FM Fresh & Minty (light green, FM)

 21002 GC Cloverleaf Green (dark green, CG)

 21002 IB Inky Blue (IB)

 21002 FP Fluffy Pink (FP)

 21002 PP Popsicle Purple (PP)

 21002 BP Pepper (black, BP)

 21002 SW Salt (white, SW)

 21002 WG No White No Grey (light grey, WG)

SWEET TRAY MEDIUM
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Dimensions: 27 x 1.5 x 14.5 cm (width x height
x depth)
Dimensions incl. suspension system: 27 x 5 x
14.5 cm (width x height x depth)
Material: The tray and the suspension system
are made of steel and finished with a fine
structure powder coating.
The lockblock is made of oak wood.
Load capacity on the wall: max. 3 kg.
Can be combined with the separate bracket &
lockblock.

Made in the Netherlands

Colors and product codes:



 21003 YY Yummy Yellow (YY)

 21003 FM Fresh & Minty (light green, FM)

 21003 CG Cloverleaf Green (dark green, CG)

 21003 IB Inky Blue (IB)

 21003 FP Fluffy Pink (FP)

 21003 PP Popsicle Purple (PP)

 21003 BP Pepper (black, BP)

 21003 SW Salt (white, SW)

 21003 WG No White No Grey (light grey, WG)

SWEET TRAY LARGE
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Dimensions: 27 x 1.5 x 27 cm (width x height x
depth)
Dimensions incl. suspension system: 27 x 5 x
27 cm (width x height x depth)
Material: The tray and the suspension system
are made of steel and finished with a fine
structure powder coating.
The lockblock is made of oak wood.
Load capacity on the wall: max. 3 kg.
Can be combined with the heavy duty bracket
& lockblock.

Made in the Netherlands

Colors and product codes:



 21007 YY Yummy Yellow (YY)

 21007 FM Fresh & Minty (light green, FM)

 21007 CG Cloverleaf Green (dark green, CG)

 21007 IB Inky Blue (IB)

 21007 FP Fluffy Pink (FP)

 21007 PP Popsicle Purple (PP)

 21007 BP Pepper (black, BP)

 21007 SW Salt (white, SW)

 21007 WG No White No Grey (light grey, WG)

SWEET BRACKET & LOCKBLOCK
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Dimensions : 5 x 5 x 2.5 cm (width x height x depth)
Material: The suspension system is made of steel
and finished with a fine structure powder coating.
Back has a cork grip pad. The lockblock is made of
oak wood.
Load capacity on the wall: max. 3 kg.
Comes with mounting hardware and a manual.
The bracket can be fixed with one screw, but can be
fixed with two in case of asymmetrical load.

Made in the Netherlands

Colors and product codes:



 22028 YY Yummy Yellow (YY)

 22028 FM Fresh & Minty (light green, FM)

 22028 CG Cloverleaf Green (dark green, CG)

 22028 IB Inky Blue (IB)

 22028 FP Fluffy Pink (FP)

 22028 PP Popsicle Purple (PP)

 22028 BP Pepper (black, BP)

 22028 SW Salt (white, SW)

 22028 WG No White No Grey (light grey, WG)

SWEET BRACKET & LOCKBLOCK HEAVY DUTY
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Dimensions : 8 x 5 x 2.5 cm (width x height x
depth)
Material: The suspension system is made of
steel and finished with a fine structure powder
coating. The lockblock is made of oak wood.
Load capacity on the wall: max. 3 kg.
Comes with mounting hardware and a manual.

Made in the Netherlands
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Colors and product codes:

Can be combined with the SWEET Tray Large



Sweet shelf small Popsicle Purple / Sweet shelf medium Flyffy Pink en Yummy Yellow / Sweet tray medium + bracket No White No Grey

Sweet shelf medium Yummy Yellow / Sweet shelf large Inky Blue  / Sweet tray medium + bracket No White No Grey
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 21004 YY Yummy Yellow (YY)

 21004 FM Fresh & Minty (light green, FM)

 21004 CG Cloverleaf Green (dark green, CG)

 21004 IB Inky Blue (IB)

 21004 FP Fluffy Pink (FP)

 21004 PP Popsicle Purple (PP)

 21004 BP Pepper (black, BP)

 21004 SW Salt (white, SW)

 21004 WG No White No Grey (light grey, WG)

SWEET SHELF  SMALL
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Dimensions: 15 x 5 x 5.5 cm (width x height x depth)
Material: The shelf and the suspension system are made
of steel and finished with a fine structure powder coating.
Back has a cork grip pad. The lockblock is made of oak
wood.
Load capacity on the wall: max. 3 kg.
Comes with mounting hardware and a manual. The
bracket can be fixed with one screw, but can be fixed
with two screws in case of asymmetrical load.

Made in the Netherlands
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Colors and product codes:



 21005 YY Yummy Yellow (YY)

 21005 FM Fresh & Minty (light green, FM)

 21005 CG Cloverleaf Green (dark green, CG)

 21005 IB Inky Blue (IB)

 21005 FP Fluffy Pink (FP)

 21005 PP Popsicle Purple (PP)

 21005 BP Pepper (black, BP)

 21005 SW Salt (white, SW)

 21005 WG No White No Grey (light grey, WG)

SWEET SHELF  MEDIUM
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Dimensions: 25 x 5 x 5.5 cm (width x height x depth)
Material: The shelf and the suspension system are made
of steel and finished with a fine structure powder coating.
Back has a cork grip pad. The lockblock is made of oak
wood.
Load capacity on the wall: max. 3 kg.
Comes with mounting hardware and a manual. The
bracket can be fixed with one screw, but can be fixed
with two screws in case of asymmetrical load.

Made in the Netherlands

Colors and product codes:



 21006 YY Yummy Yellow (YY)

 21006 FM Fresh & Minty (light green, FM)

 21006 CG Cloverleaf Green (dark green, CG)

 21006 IB Inky Blue (IB)

 21006 FP Fluffy Pink (FP)

 21006 PP Popsicle Purple (PP)

 21006 BP Pepper (black, BP)

 21006 SW Salt (white, SW)

 21006 WG No White No Grey (light grey, WG)

SWEET SHELF  LARGE
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Dimensions: 35 x 5 x 5.5 cm (width x height x depth)
Material: The shelf and the suspension system are made
of steel and finished with a fine structure powder coating.
Back has a cork grip pad. The lockblock is made of oak
wood.
Load capacity on the wall: max. 3 kg.
Comes with mounting hardware and a manual. The
bracket can be fixed with one screw, but can be fixed
with two screws in case of asymmetrical load.

Made in the Netherlands

Colors and product codes:



 22011 YY Yummy Yellow (YY)

 22011 FM Fresh & Minty (light green, FM)

 22011 CG Cloverleaf Green (dark green, CG)

 22011 IB Inky Blue (IB)

 22011 FP Fluffy Pink (FP)

 22011 PP Popsicle Purple (PP)

 22011 BP Pepper (black, BP)

 22011 SW Salt (white, SW)

 22011 WG No White No Grey (light grey, WG)

SWEET FLOWER SHELF
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Dimensions: 25 x 16 x 11 cm (width x height x depth)
Material: The flower shelf and the bracket are made of steel
and finished with a fine textured powder coating. Back has a
cork grip pad. The lockblock is made of oak wood. The glass test
tube can be used for a flower or cutting.
Load capacity on the wall: max. 3 kg.
Comes with mounting hardware and a manual. The bracket can
be fixed with one screw, but can be fixed with two screws in
case of asymmetrical load.

Made in the Netherlands

Colors and product codes:



 22013 YY Yummy Yellow (YY)

 22013 FM Fresh & Minty (light green, FM)

 22013 CG Cloverleaf Green (dark green, CG)

 22013 IB Inky Blue (IB)

 22013  FP Fluffy Pink (FP)

 22013  PP Popsicle Purple (PP)

 22013  BP Pepper (black, BP)

  22013 SW Salt (white, SW)

 22013 WG No White No Grey (light grey, WG)

SWEET SEE YOU! SET 1
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  Mirror+Tray M + Hook on
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Dimensions: 27.5 x 32.5 x 15.5 cm (width x
height x depth)
Material: The mirror set including the
suspension system are made of steel and
finished with a fine structure powder coating.
The lockblocks are made of oak wood.
Load capacity on the wall: max. 3 kg for the
tray and 3 kg. for the hook-on.
Comes with mounting hardware and a manual.

Made in the Netherlands

Colors and product codes:



 22027 YY Yummy Yellow (YY)

 22027 FM Fresh & Minty (light green, FM)

 22027 CG Cloverleaf Green (dark green, CG)

 22027 IB Inky Blue (IB)

 22027  FP Fluffy Pink (FP)

 22027  PP Popsicle Purple (PP)

 22027  BP Pepper (black, BP)

  22027 SW Salt (white, SW)

 22027 WG No White No Grey (light grey, WG)

SWEET SEE You! SET 2 
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Mirror + Tray M
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Dimensions: 27.5 x 27 x 15.5 cm (width x height x depth)
Material: The mirror set including the suspension system
are made of steel and finished with a fine structure powder
coating. The lockblocks are made of oak wood.
Load capacity on the wall: max. 3 kg. on the tray.
Comes with mounting hardware and a manual.

Made in the Netherlands

Colors and product codes:



 22026 YY Yummy Yellow (YY)

 22026 FM Fresh & Minty (light green, FM)

 22026 CG Cloverleaf Green (dark green, CG)

 22026 IB Inky Blue (IB)

 22026  FP Fluffy Pink (FP)

 22026  PP Popsicle Purple (PP)

 22026  BP Pepper (black, BP)

  22026 SW Salt (white, SW)

 22026 WG No White No Grey (light grey, WG)

SWEET Mirror!
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Dimensions: 20 x 22 x 5 cm (width x height x depth)
Material: The mirror including the suspension system
are made of steel and finished with a fine structure
powder coating. The lockblock is made of oak wood.
Comes with mounting hardware and a manual.

Made in the Netherlands
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Colors and product codes:



 22014 YY Yummy Yellow (YY)

 22014 FM Fresh & Minty (light green, FM)

 22014 CG Cloverleaf Green (dark green, CG)

 22014 IB Inky Blue (IB)

 22014 FP Fluffy Pink (FP)

 22014 PP Popsicle Purple (PP)

 22014 BP Pepper (black, BP)

 22014 SW Salt (white, SW)

 22014 WG No White No Grey (light grey, WG)

SWEET HOOK ON!
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Dimensions: 15 x 5 x 5.5 cm (width x height x depth)
Material: The hooks and the suspension system are
made of steel and finished with a fine structure
powder coating. Back has a cork grip pad. The
lockblock is made of oak wood.
Load capacity on the wall: max. 3 kg.
Comes with mounting hardware and a manual. The
bracket can be fixed with one screw, but can be fixed
with two screws in case of asymmetrical load.

Made in the Netherlands

Colors and product codes:



 22012 YY Yummy Yellow (YY)

 22012 FM Fresh & Minty (light green, FM)

 22012 CG Cloverleaf Green (dark green, CG)

 22012 IB Inky Blue (IB)

 22012 FP Fluffy Pink (FP)

 22012 PP Popsicle Purple (PP)

 220112 BP Pepper (black, BP)

 22012 SW Salt (white, SW)

 22012 WG No White No Grey (light grey, WG)

MIXX
Candle holder
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Dimensions: 12 x 5 x 7.5 cm (width x height x depth)
Material: The candlestick is made of steel and finished
with a fine structure powder coating.
Multiple color combinations are possible.
Because the candlestick consists of two parts (the parts
cannot be separated, the candlestick is delivered as one
element), color combinations can be made.

Made in the Netherlands

Colors and product codes:
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MIXX
Candle holder
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Magnetic
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Candle holder
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Dimensions: 9 x 4.5 x 4.5 cm
Material: Oak wood and cork.
Magnets in the bottom. Cup is made of steel with a
copper colored finish.

Set of 2 consists 1 x left and 1 x right version.
Set of 4 consists 2 x left and 2 x right version.

Easy to combine with the Sweet trays due to the magnetic
element, they stand firmly on a tray.

Made in the Netherlands



  21008 LE Light grey/Electric Blue 45 x 45 cm

  21008 RR Red/Rose Quartz 45 x 45 cm

  21008 TB Teal/Bio Green 45 x 45 cm

  21009 LC Light grey /Canary Yellow 45 x 65 cm

  21009 RP Rose Quartz /Purple 45 x 65 cm

  21009 CE Canary Yellow/ Electric Blue 45 x 65 cm

SWEET SOFT MK cushions 100 % wool
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Dimensions: 45 x 45 cm and 45 x 65 cm
Material: 100% Burel wool.
The wool is slightly dirt and water repellent due to its natural properties and the authentic processing. The cushions
are handmade in Portugal by Burel Factory.
Inner cushion: cotton/polyester

These striking firm cushions are made of 100% wool. The wool is produced in a traditional and sustainable
way on 19th-century machines in the Burel Factory in the mountains of the Serra da Estrela in Portugal. This
company is constantly committed to creating the least possible ecological impact, and they also have a zero-
waste policy.

The Burel sheep that frolic around the factory are proud purveyors of the wool.

Colors and product codes:
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Sweet shelf medium Inky Blue  / Sweet tray medium Popsicle Purple / 
Sweet tray small + bracket Yummy Yellow

Sweet shelf medium Fluffy Pink

Sweet Soft kussen Rose Quartz - Purple en Light Grey - Electric Blue Sweet tray medium + bracket No White No Grey

 Sweet Soft kussen Rose Light Grey - Canary Yellow en Light Grey - Electric Blue
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